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 The Dodgen Choral Department is excited to have the upcoming 
Sixth Grade students join us next year!  Dodgen offers many great musical 
experiences for its students, and the chorus is no exception.  The Dodgen 
Chorus prides itself on the many values that it is based upon: teamwork, 
perseverance, focus, self-discipline, concentration, personal growth, and 
musical excellence.  Students have the opportunity to work in many 
different settings of vocal music from individual work with All-State 
Chorus, Honor Chorus and solos auditions, small ensemble practices and 
performance, as well as the large group setting. 
 

 The Dodgen Choruses perform at Dodgen throughout the year as 
well as in other venues in the local community.  We perform annually at 
the Georgia Capitol, The Avenues at East Cobb, Turner Field, Pope Varsity 
Football game, and many more.  The Dodgen 8th Grade Chorus has traveled 
to Disney World the last few years and had amazing experiences working 
with Disney musicians and learning real-life career opportunities. 
 

Dodgen is also very fortunate to feed and prepare students for two 
wonderful high school choral programs.  Walton High School and Pope 
High School are always growing and extending the knowledge of the 
Dodgen alumni.  They also offer many different experiences for their 
students such as international trips to Europe and prestigious concerts at 
locations such as Carnegie Hall in New York City and Saint Patrick’s 
Cathedral in Boston.   
 

 A daily routine in Chorus starts with vocal and physical warm-ups, 
music reading skills and working on vocal techniques and music 
appreciation through performing.  The chorus will sing many different 
songs from a variety of genres throughout the year so that all students are 
exposed to a variety of music. 
 
 All 6th Grade students attended a presentation on Chorus, Orchestra 
and Band today and will have a chance to rotate through each of these 
areas over this first week of school.  During this week students need to 
really think about what they want to be involved in during their time at 
Dodgen Middle School.  Sixth Grade is the only time that your child has to 
register for chorus.  Because of this, students need to really think about 
what they want to be involved in during their time at Dodgen.  



Approximately 90% of the student body is involved in some music program 
and everyone has the chance to start in sixth grade. 
 

 We are excited to work with your child for the next three years and 
help them grow musically.  If there are any questions please contact us at 
(770) 578-2726 or Christopher.Whittington@cobbk12.org or 
chandler.scott@cobbk12.org.   

 
Here are few reasons why your child should get involved in a music 

group: 
Students with coursework/experience in music performance and music appreciation 
scored higher on the SAT: students in music performance scored 57 points higher 
on the verbal and 41 points higher on the math, and students in music appreciation 
scored 63 points higher on verbal and 44 points higher on the math, than did 
students with no arts participation.  
College-Bound Seniors National Report: Profile of SAT Program Test Takers. Princeton, 

NJ: The College Entrance Examination Board, 2001. 
 
The very best engineers and technical designers in the Silicon Valley industry are, 
nearly without exception, practicing musicians. -- Grant Venerable, "The Paradox 
of the Silicon Savior," as reported in "The Case for Sequential Music Education in 
the Core Curriculum of the Public Schools." 

Center for Arts in the Basic Curriculum 
 

A study of 811 high school students indicated that the proportion of minority 
students with a music teacher role model was significantly higher than for any other 
discipline. 36 percent of these students identified music teachers as their role 
models, as opposed to 28 percent English teachers, 11 percent elementary teachers, 
and 1 percent principals.  
D.L. Hamann and L.M. Walker, "Music Teachers as Role Models for African-American 

Students." 
What is true of all the arts is supremely true of music. When a child studies music, 
significant elements of his or her education find focus and expression: developing 
the ability to understand and use symbols in new contexts; discovering the power, 
precision, and control of mathematics in unexpected ways; finding and directing 
personal creativity; exercising the diverse skills of problem-solving; experiencing 
the joy of self-expression; growing into the liberation acquired through self-
discipline; and participating in the deeply human satisfaction of shared work and 
the gratification of challenges met. 
Music Makes the Difference: Music, Brain Development, and Learning; MENC, 2000 

 
Research has shown that students' involvement in their school music program is 
crucial to a complete education. Musical study develops critical thinking and self 
discipline skills and improves a child’s early cognitive development, basic math and 
reading abilities, self-esteem, SAT scores, ability to work in teams, spatial reasoning 
skills, and school attendance. Also, researchers have found that children involved 
with music education are more likely to graduate from high school and attend 
college, and are less likely to be involved with gangs and substance abuse. 
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